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Passive smiling Blonde.
Gorgeous and feminine, teasing but tame.
Voluptuous, playful, and ready
with large staring cartoon eyes.
Breasts like fruit and silky sheets.
One body, its entirety Silly nude enticing me.
- Poem by author
From Renaissance paintings to TV screens, magazines, and even fuselages of American
war airplanes covered with pinup girls, the female nude has and continues to signify and
celebrate male heterosexual virility.1 The works of two artists, Joan Semmel and Sarah Lucas,
work towards revealing the patriarchal structures that uphold the pinup. Although both of these
artists have received some acclaim and scholarly analysis, the diverging means through which
Semmel and Lucas dispel mythologies of the female nude has been left unnoticed. These artists
have also never been studied alongside one another. By analyzing select art works by Semmel
and Lucas through the lens of reductionism, one will be able to articulate the ways through
which these artists reject and push back against specific Western traditions of painting the female
nude.
To situate my analysis in its overarching context, this paper first unfolds surveyed
discourse on the history of the female nude and its implications. I thereafter discuss the women
artist revolution and the scholarly conversations surrounding both Semmel and Lucas. The paper
then moves onto defining reductionism, as it will be my theoretical lens. Afterwards, I will
undertake a close analysis of both of the artist’s works to demonstrate how they use reductionism
to engage and speak back to the patriarchal female nude tradition.

For more on the role of the pinup in America’s military, see Marguerite E. "Pinups." Encyclopedia of War and
American Society, (2006), Sage Publications Inc.
1
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The scholarly conversation on the history of the female nude and its implications has
experienced a major shift in the past three decades. While earlier accounts have praised female
nude artists, late 90s academics such as Lynda Nead and David McCarthy are keen on
highlighting the patriarchal issues that the genre is built upon. Lynda Nead has historicised
representational myths by surveying how “prior to the mid-twentieth century, western art was a
homogenous category, defined and restricted by “an opposition between the perfection of art and
the disruption and incompletion of non-art, or obscenity.”2 To fully understand this, one must
acknowledge how classical artistic beauty was defined by a ‘correct’ and ‘coherent’ arrangement
of parts into a whole.3 Thus, in contrast to the naked, Nead argues that the female nude was born
through perfecting the process of alteration, regulation, and containment of female bodies and
sexualities. As a result, Nead and David McCarthy argue that with time, the female nude
transformed into art itself, into “an icon of western culture, a symbol of civilization and
accomplishment.”4
In the early 2000s, Despina Kakoudaki joined the conversation and focused particularly
on how the female nude was used by the American government to fulfill political and economic
incentives.5 Kakoudaki posits that a main characteristic of pinup images that gave them their
political power is the potential sexual energy of the single body presented. Thus, following
Nead’s logic, the female nude can be understood as a genre centered around taming the potential
‘masculine’ power and agency in women. This desire to limit and constraints of female agency

Lynda Nead, The Female Nude Art, Obscenity and Sexuality, (Hoboken: Taylor and Francis, 1992), 2.
Rachel Zuanon, “Understanding the interdisciplinary meaning of Beauty to Neuroscience,” Projective Processes
and Neuroscience in Art and Design, (2016), 106. 10.4018/978-1-5225-0510-5.
4
Nead, “The Female Nude Art,” 1.
5
Despina Kakoudaki, "Pinup: The American Secret Weapon in World War II,” Porn Studies, ed. Linda Williams
(Durham, Duke University Press, 2004).
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allows for, as David Mcarthy puts it, a “constant renegotiation and maintenance of patriarchal
power in a history that wavered between obvious adolescent lust and deep seated misogyny.”6 In
my own reading, I have found that Gaye Tuchman’s sociological theory on stereotypes helps
elucidate the implications of pin-up and female nude even further. As per Tuchman on The
Symbolic Annihilation of Women by the Mass Media, the “social guidelines for sex-appropriate
appearance, interests, skills, behaviors, and self perceptions” are ultimately produced by
male-led representations of the female nude.7
Marsha Meskimmon, writing in the late 90s on women self-portraiture, observes how
starting in the mid-20th century, female artists have been confronting “the stereotyping of
woman as an object in western culture by revealing the viewing structures which support it.”8
The works of Joan Semmel and Sarah Lucas fall into this revolution in female representation.
Semmel, born in 1932, is an American oil painter who resists western expectations of painting by
creating works that, as she herself has stated, “feel like… abstract paintings, but are totally real.”9
The scholarly conversation surrounding Semmel’s works has touched on a variety of themes.
Gail Levin observes Semmel’s works alongside art of other Jewish-American female artists
throughout the late 20th century. Levin pays particular attention to how Semmel’s Jewish
heritage affects her quest to claim her “sexuality, agency and power” and her subsequent turn to
radical visual politics.10 David McCarthy also surveys Semmel’s works parallel to the work of

David McCarthy, The Nude in American Painting, 1950-1980 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1998), 9.
Tuchman G, “The Symbolic Annihilation of Women by the Mass Media,” in Culture and Politics: A Reader, ed.
Crothers L. and Lockhart C. (New York:Palgrave Macmillan, 2000).
8
Specific instances of female artist confrontations with female stereotyping and objectification will be unfolded in
the analysis section of my paper; Marsha Meskimmon, The Art of Reflection: Women Artists’ Self-Portraiture in the
Twentieth Century, )New York: Columbia University Press, 1996), 5.
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another female artist, however McCarthy creates this parallel between the artists to present Joan
Semmel and Sylvia Sleigh as the artists who most thoroughly rethought the female nude.11 Other
writers such as Josephine Withers, Joan Marter, and Marsha Meskimmon resort to focusing on a
particular theory each to study the works of Semmel, whereby their respective lenses of analysis
are the Mistress-Model-Muse tradition, Womanliness as Masquerade, and the Logic of the
Mirror.12
Lucas’ works have received very different forms of commentary. Sarah Lucas, born 30
years after Semmel in 1962, is a British photography, sculpture and installation artist. Art history
lecturer Amna Malik, studies the meaning of Lucas’s use of different objects in her works in
relation to the erasure of sexed boundaries.13 Malik posits that Lucas’s overarching style is one of
rawness and nudity. Similarly, A.C Grayling calls Lucas’s approach “an uncooked perspective
on the nature of sex”14 By ‘sex’ A.C Grayling, like Malik, is referring to our understandings of
the categories of male and female, rather than reporudctive organs or copulation. More
specifically, Malik and Mathew Collings, whom each have produced books about Lucas, are
interested in the very symbols that represent gender difference and the experience of female
embodiment that Lucas puts forward. This will be unfolded in greater depth in my analysis of
Lucas’s works.
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David McCarthy, “Feminist Revisions: Sylvia Sleigh and Joan Semmel.” The Nude in American Painting,
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Unlike scholars who have looked into Semmel and Lucas, my analysis will revolve
around the overlooked theory and movement of reductionism which, as per Barnett Newman
writes, emerged as artists of the mid-twentieth century worked to refute and free themselves
from the strict, “outmoded and antiquated” aesthetic structures of European painting.15 Glen
Brown discusses how within this revolution, artists began to explore “essentializing mode[s] of
representation through which superfluities are pared away and the elementary core of an object
or proposition is revealed.”16 Eric R Kandel, who provides an entire survey of reductive art,
explains that for some artists this led them to explore “the nature of visual representation by
reducing images to their essential elements of form, line, color, or light.”17 This shift to reductive
art made pieces appear more abstract, and meant, as Kandel writes, that instead of “using
recognizable images in a familiar way,” western artists began pushing “to show us the world in a
completely unfamiliar way.”18 Marsha Meskimmon argues that for the western female artist, this
translated into a shift from male “economic,... ‘aesthetic,’... representational… and social
control” over the female body, to a subversion of power politics through self-representation.19 I
claim that by analysing these works through the lens of reductionism, and to a lesser extent
abstractionism more generally, we can better understand how Lucas and Semmel challenge
masculine structures of seeing, knowing, and artistry found in the female nude tradition.
Joan Semmel’s art responds to the patriarchal tradition of the female nude through
implicit and explicit reductionist strategies. Although some of Semmel’s art takes on several

Paul Crowther. "Barnett Newman and the Sublime." Oxford Art Journal 7, no. 2 (1984): 54.
www.jstor.org/stable/1360293.
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Eric R Kandel, Reductionism in Art and Brain Science, (New York: Columbia University Press, 2016,) 5.
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Kandel, Reductionism in Art and Brain Science, 5.
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Meskimmon, The Art of Reflection: Women Artists’ Self-Portraiture in the Twentieth Century, 2.
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elements of the realist tradition, I argue that the entire concept behind her works is ultimately
reductionist. Through her paintings, Semmel breaks down the complex phenomenon of female
objectification through strippnig femininity down to its most basic form, to what she herself sees
when she looks into the mirror, to what she observes when looking down onto her naked body.

Left, Figure 1: Joan Semmel, Me Without Mirrors (1974), National Portrait Gallery. Right, Figure 2: Out
of Darkness 1997. http://www.joansemmel.com/ftp.joansemmel.com/paintings/Pages/self-images.html

Traditionally, the convention of framing in female nude and pinup images works to strategically
place a female subject in relation to her surroundings. This is typically done to direct and focus
the viewer’s attention and gaze at specific parts of the nude object. Me Without Mirrors and Out
of Darkness are one of many pieces where Semmel paints her body from a first-person point of
view. In addition to this, in both cases, Semmel has reduced the background to an abstract dark
vastness, rather than the extravagant and familiar Western surroundings found in female nude
art. Through Semmel’s use of the first person in her ‘self-image’ works, and through her
adoption of an abstraction of surroundings, Semmel diminishes the traditional convention of
framing until there no longer exists a frame.20 There appears to be no attempt to direct the

20

On her website, Semmel refers to the works where she paints her body in first-person as ‘self-images’. Paintings where she
focuses on painting her face are titled ‘Heads’. http://www.joansemmel.com/ftp.joansemmel.com/paintings/paintings.html
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viewer’s attention anywhere, and ultimately no subject, or specific body parts, to look at. This
elimination of gaze through reducing framing and surroundings ultimately constructs Semmel’s
body as the anti-female nude, as a female body that can simply exist as a body rather than an
intentionally crafted object to be pinned up on the wall and looked at.
Semmel’s first-person perspective is achieved through her use of photography prior to
painting. While taking photographs of female bodies could arguably allow Semmel to produce
more realistic images, photography also adds another level of reduction to her works.21 Rather
than painting the ‘subject’ directly, Semmel paints photographs that she takes of people and
herself. Thus her usage of the camera intentionally adds a barrier to capturing the female body in
its natural form, reducing her ability to reproduce the ‘truth’. In fact, in many of her paintings,
Semmel takes pictures of reflections in the mirror, reducing her presentation of an absolute truth
even further.

Figure 3: Left, Body and Sole from the With Camera series 2001-2006, and Figure 4: Right, The
Changing Room from the Lockerroom series 1988-1991. www.joansemmel.com/ftp.joansemmel.com/paintings/paintings

I claim that through her usage of the camera and mirrors, Semel makes markers of abstractionism
apparant to the viewer. When confronted with her works, we are constantly distanced and

For more on camera abstraction and how all art is abstract see Shaw Smith. Lecture on Abstractionism - Davidson
College. Feb 20, 2020.
21
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reminded that we are observing representations of bodies and not actual bodies. The viewer
accordingly walks away with a clear understanding that her work, like all representations, is
ultimately an abstraction and therefore should not be understood as a universal truth about
female bodies. Through this distancing effect, Semmel is directly commenting on the longer
history of female representation in the Western tradition, urging us to take a step back and
acknowledge the mythological and fabricated presentations found in female nude portrayals.
As a matter of fact, Semmel uses reductionist techniques that simultaneously diminish
framing while enhancing the distancing effect. For instance, in several of her self-portraits she
uses reductionism to create blurry, unfocused, and recognizably ‘low quality’ impressions. In
Figure 5 below, Semmel reduces her fine and detailed portraiture approach to an intentional blur.
Through making use of sweeping broad and watery brushstrokes to overlay her painting, Semmel
appears to be captured in motion - challenging the stereotypical passivity of women in the nude
ideal through granting herself movement. In Figure 6, Semmel utilizes a slightly different blur,
wherein, rather than portraying dismissing details in her appearance, she reduces the focus of the
image by using broader and thicker strokes. To reduce the portrait’s quality further, the artist
adds a faint layer of white coating to construct a slight fogging effect. I argue that, in both
paintings, the blur is most responsible for Semmel’s reducing of framing and dispelling the myth
of naturalism. While with full body pieces Semmel is able to construct the distancing effect by
highlighting her abstractionist methods of cameras and mirrors, she is unable to use this same
approach when painting just a picture of her face. As a creative alternative, she resorts to blurring
images and intentionally making paintings look like poorly taken photographs to distance the
observer from viewing the painting as truth. Her desire to have the observer view these
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representations as abstractions is also mirrored through the reduced untitled nature of all of her
self portraits, implying that she does not even intend for the observer to even identify the image
on the canvas as a portrait herself. In addition to Semmel’s constant breaking of the fourth wall
through smudging her untitled portraits, the artist’s use of blurring also shields Semmel’s face
from the viewer’s gaze, paralysing the viewer from being able to look at her. The fact that the
blur enhances the lack of defined separation between Semmel and the background supplements
this effect, as there does not exist a defined object meant to be gazed at.

Right, Figure 5: Joan Semmel, untitled, from the Heads series 2007-2008. Left, Figure 6: Joan Semmel,
untitled, from the Heads series '07-'08. http://www.joansemmel.com/ftp.joansemmel.com/paintings/Pages/Heads_07-08.html

Sarah Lucas’s reductionist response to the female nude is far more explicit. Unlike
Semmel, who uses reductionism to subvert the intricacies of patriarchal representation, Lucas’s
method extends and inflates the patriarchal structures that support the female nude. Through
reductionism, Lucas exposes what male artists have been seeing and perpetuating through their
nude works. Amina Malik’s ‘au naturel’ description of Lucas’s approach can be particularly
useful when interpreting her works through the lens of reductionism. The phrase ‘au naturel’ in
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French implies to go natural or raw, possibly nude as one would be in nature. Perhaps in hearing
that a woman artist is described as having an ‘au naturel’ approach, one might think of Semmel who, in some ways, showcases her body in its natural form, devoid of societal stereotypes and
superfluities. Lucas, on the other hand, does quite the opposite. Lucas reduces the female body to
a set of sexualised objects. This process of reduction has allowed her to reveal the perverseness,
fetishisim, and ridiculous objectification that has been masked under the facade of artistic
‘perfection’. The objects that comprise most of Lucas’s installations range from ordinary objects,
such as clothing items, furniture, and magazine cut-outs, and raw materials, such as fruits and
vegetables and raw fish and chicken.

Right, Figure 7: Au Naturel ( 1994). Henry Moore Institute, Leeds. Sarah Lucas. https://fineartmultiple.com/blog/s
arah-lucas-eggs-feminist-new-museum/ Left,

Figure 8: Bitch. (1995). https://www.boijmans.nl/en/collection/artworks/40931/bitch

In this sense, Lucas’s choice of medium in and of itself is reductionist since it allows her to use
simple constituents to describe the complex social phenomenon of female representation. Just
like the reductionist painter who puts together simple lines and brushstrokes together, Lucas
throws together real-life objects, many of which remain unchanged from their ordinary state.
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Right, Figure 9: Koons, Jeff. Woman in A Tub, 1989, Sonnabend Gallery, New York. Left, Figure 10:
Lucas, Sara. Woman in A Tub, 2000. Private Collection, Paris. Taken from Mathew Collings’s book.

The point of nuance that lies in studying Lucas’s basic and familiar household objects is
the viewer’s immediate recognition of sexual categorization. For instance, while the three
household objects used in Lucas’s Woman in a Tub in and of themselves do not in and of
themselves suggest anything sexual or biological, the observer nevertheless immediately
recognises a female body, as if they were looking at Woman in a Tub by Jeff Koon instead. This
subliminal, perhaps subconscious, system of categorization that has become so deeply ingrained
into the observer’s way of knowing is how Lucas gets away with reducing the female body to a
perhaps unforeseeable extent. Sarah Lucas, mirroring her predecessors in female nude art,
completely dismisses female personhood and humanity. The focus of her works completely rely
on the corporeal but ironically do not even attempt to present the observer with portrayals of the
actual female form. Thus, Lucas reduces women not just to her body, and not even to her body
parts. Rather, she reduces select body parts to objects that hold culturally-assigned sexual value.
As A.C Grayling writes, Semmel “does not represent breasts and vaginas, but tits and cunts.”22

22
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The simplicity of Lucas’s randomized objects that somehow evoke cultural reflexes provoke the
viewer to confront conceptual schemes they may not have even known they had. Additionally,
viewers’ brisk association of fried eggs with female breasts, as in Figure 10 for example,
constructs an ambience of absurdity that lingers on when viewing other works of Lucas’s.
Through pushing the viewer to acknowledge how we are programmed to almost instantly
associate objects with womanhood, Lucas sheds light on how there exists a legacy of
cultural-artistic emphasis on specific parts of the female body. Recognizing this reveals another
aspect of the Western female nude tradition, and that is the tendency to, on one level, reduce
women to and view them as specific body parts, such as the breast or vagina, and on another,
reduce these very body parts to random objects or qualities, such as fruits, penetrative flesh, and
passivity (as correspondingly displayed in the figures below).

Left, Figure 11: Lucas, Sarah. Comfy Chair 2012. Mumum, h ttps://imageobjecttext.com/2013/01/07/comfy-chair/.
Middle, Figure 12: Lucas, Sarah. Chicken Knickers 1997. Tate. Right, Figure 13: Lucas, Sarah. Pauline
Bunny 1997. The Patrons of New Art. Figure 12 and Figure 13 taken from Mathew Collings’s book.

Works such as Lucas’s collection of hundreds of stuffed tied up stockings, an image of a chicken
on a pelvis, and a passive lolling cotton mannequin, similarly work towards communicating the
subliminal messages we have internalized through exposure to female nude paintings. These
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works propell the observer to come to terms with the ridiculousness of the social concepts,
artistic conventions, and ultimately, the myths that they have been socialised into defining and
identifying femaleness as.
Although several differences prevail among the works of the two artists, it is clear that
they both use reductionism to speak back to a longer history of biased female representation.
Joan Semmel utilizes reductionism as a way of coming into representation as a woman. Through
reducing stereotypical femininity, the male gaze, and the idea of ultimate truths, Semmel
subverts historical artistic trends found in the female nude tradition. Sarah Lucas, on the other
hand, responds to the female nude by offering an ‘inflated’, and shockingly accurate, depiction
of how female bodies are perceived in the Western patriarchy. Lucas uses reduces the female
body until nothing is left but hypersexualized collections of objects and absurd stereotypical
connotations of femaleness.
As per Kandel, through abstract art “we perceive unexpected relationships in the work, as
well as, perhaps, new connections between art and our perception of the world and new
connections between the work of art and our life experiences as recalled in memory.”23 The
historically male language of female representation has produced misogynist stereotypes, tropes,
and iconographies that dictate the perceptions of what it means to be a woman in this world.
There exists a call to challenge these mythologies that, through a legacy of visual reproduction
and globalization, have become projected onto societies as a whole. Understanding the ways
through which these two artists have employed reductionism to engage with the friction that lies
between self representation and cultural construction is therefore very crucial. Not only have

23
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these two artists raised awareness on what many take for granted when exposed to notions of
female beauty in museums and media, they have also taken action by radically responding to
man-made feminine idealizations. My understanding is that nobody has evaluated Semmel and
Lucas’s works through the lens of reductionism, and undertaking such an exploration has proved
to be a critical step to understanding their revolutionary techniques and thus could reap many
benefits. For one, studying Semmel and Lucas’s reductive art methods provides aspiring artists
and changemakers the chance to use reductionism, the very conceptual and artistic approach that
has reinforced and perhaps even constructed female objectification, to fight back. This research
paper has uncovered that through using reductionism, artists can painstakingly showcase what
they see when confronting absurd sexed representations or how they feel looked at by others.
Additionally, through reductionism, women can learn to finally be able to express themselves
and what it truly means to live in a female body. And finally, through reductionism, like Semmel
and Lucas, we can learn to construct female representations that vigorously disrupt the privileged
male “viewing position, to evade his heterosexist scopophilia, [and] to engage him in a dialogue
that is truly open.”24

24
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